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У�модифікаторах�чашечка,�миска,�келих�визначальною�залишається�архісема «посуд»,�

і�відповідно�перенесення�здійснюється�на�підставі�функційної�схожості�– утримувати�рідину.�

У� всіх� наведених� прикладах� застосовується� переклад�метафоричним� словом,�що�має�такий�

самий�характер�образності.�Переклад�з�латинської�та�англійської�мов�демонструє�традиційний�

для�анатомічної�термінології�спосіб�– застосування�метафоричного�слова,�що�має�такий�самий�

характер�образності. 

Висновки. Наукова�метафора�— поліфункціональне�явище.�Серед�провідних�її�функцій�

можна� назвати� — номінативну,� увиразнювальну,� пояснювальну� тощо.� Для� розглянутих�

метафоричних�бінарм�типовим�є�перенесення�на�основі�подібності�зовнішнього�вигляду�двох�

явищ� (колір,� форма� тощо),� а� також� функцій� і� якостей.� З� позиції� морфології� частіше�

зустрічається� конструкція� прикметник� +іменник,� меншу� за� кількістю� групу� становлять�

конструкції� іменник�+�іменник�та�ін.�Метафори,�що�належать�до�семантичного�класу�«світу�

предметів»,�– одна�з�найчисленніших�група�серед�анатомічних�медичних�термінів. 
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Introduction. At first glance, it might seem that knowing English is not a professional 

development factor for a doctor. In fact, if you aim for continuous professional development and 

expect to work in a prestigious clinic, let alone collaborate with foreign colleagues, you will need 

English. Let's look at how English can help you in your job as a veterinarian 

The aim of� this�paper� is�to�determine�the�structure�and�content�of�the�«Foreign� language»�

discipline to contribute to more conscious, active and motivated learning of the subject. The 

methodology� is�based�on�Federal� state�educational� standards,�programmes�of�«Foreign� language»�

discipline for higher educational institutions, and existing literature on the problem. 

Materials and methods. At the moment, monotonous lessons and classes with books are 

gradually becoming a thing of the past. Digitalization has influenced the situation with learning.The 

most effective ways to learn foreign languages: 

Watching feature films and TV series in English. In this case, there should be a translation 

below, which will allow you to get acquainted with the meaning of unknown words.Learning foreign 

songs. It is proved that singing improves pronunciation, allows you to master syntax and spelling 

faster.Reading books in the original language. That is, a person reads a book in English, writes out 

special words with decoding on the side if there are certain difficulties. This allows you to quickly 

memorize unknown phrases and learn English in a short time.Communication with native speakers 

both online and in real life. 

Research results. During the study, many episodes of the series were analyzed in order to 

verify and confirm the theories proposed by scientists regarding classification theories, as well as to 

identify possible features. As a conclusion of the developed material, we can say that medical terms 

have their own structure. They can be classified like other classes of lexical units by structure and 
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semantics. The structural division is characterized by the peculiarities of their formation, as well as 

the factors of their appearance in the language, by the conditions of creation and functional purpose. 

Thus, the methods of formation of medical vocabulary depend on the peculiarities and nature of the 

denoted reality. 

Conclusions. Today's reality is that most research is printed in English. A doctor who wants 

to keep abreast of world experience is obliged to speak the language. Translations into Ukrainian are 

delayed, if at all. As a result, doctors are cut off from information about the latest research and 

breakthroughs in their field. Over the years, this leads to backward and less effective diagnostic 

methods and prevents patients from receiving the level of treatment they expect. Not to mention the 

fact that it is not uncommon for many English-speaking patients to read medical journals themselves 

and often know more about their ailment than their treating doctor.Increasing and maintaining contact 

helps to keep up with trends, the latest news and to feel part of the community. Diagnosis and 

treatment methods vary from country to country, so by knowing people from all over the world, 

doctors can learn and adopt the best from their foreign colleagues.Studying scientific articles, research 

analysis, taking courses and obtaining additional certificates – all this can be called a professional 

development. English language proficiency actually gives doctors unlimited access to education. 

Medical professionals who speak English fluently have more choice about the time, format and cost 

of their training and are therefore more likely to find a suitable way to enhance their skills and be 

more professional and sought after.To work with affluent clients treated abroad.Knowledge of foreign 

languages also helps to better understand and adopt foreign cultures, working standards and 

methodologies. Patients who go abroad for treatment have a lot to compare it with. They want the 

best service and know what it looks like in different countries. For any professionals, not just doctors, 

it is very useful to have a variety of experiences to take the best and raise their own standards of 

quality. A lot of pills, drugs are also written in English.  
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Introduction. The modern stage of the development of the pharmacy business system is 

characterized by the search for new forms and methods of improving certain aspects of the work and 

functioning of the pharmacy network. Today, the task of the government is to create optimal 

conditions for the work of pharmacies and employees during the war. Therefore, various forms of 

pharmacies organization are becoming increasingly important. 

The aim is to study, analyze and summarize the problems faced by pharmacy workers in the 

city of Kharkiv under martial law, and to find possible ways to solve them. 

Materials and methods. This study was carried out by analyzing domestic periodical sources 

from the Internet. This study uses theoretical research methods – generalization and system analysis. 


